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Wow affliction warlock pvp guide 8. 0

Most of the priests of the discipline wears at least two pieces of the PVP healing set and two pieces of the PVP DPS set for greater resilience. Soul Link also helps reduce pain. Your demonic circle can be a huge help in this situation. With you and your pet have a form of control of the crowd that can technically interrupt and silence the wheels, you can
tag-team the opponent in a sense. Once the mana is empty, the fight is yours. With both pets out of combat, your specifications will play an important part in the struggle difficulty. If there is a nice group, you won't need an automatic cast since you can command it to use the ability. This is the crucial problem with thieves - their apparently infinite
supply of stunning. Rogue the central problem with thieves, from the point of view of a Warlock, is the fact that Warlocks are not in general have defensed against body damage from other players - Warlocks wears fabric and lack armor of absorption of body damage to body. They will use the dragon breath when they have the possibility, then flash
quickly to use [[save your terror howls for when the magician uses the specular image. In general, keep your distance, positioning all the instant points you can. An imp can be very useful to quickly pick up the totems. Surviving this spell is an extreme challenge ... it works best with Warlock whose statistics focus mainly or strongly on the spelling
bonus damage. The desire of death (21 points Fury Talent) breaks fear and makes them immune to fear, increases their damage inflicted by 20%, but increases the damage taken by 5% for 30 seconds (3 minutes of Coolodown). If you are in a bg or in a game of Arena, where you suspect your He is sent, let that circle fall and moves away. Doing soon
also can force the thief to use his mantle of shadows (Cos), which, while effectively giving him immunite from your spells, gives you the possibility of killing him during the cooldown. You will just have to take some pain from a next attack. attack. He dies without using your health coil and death. They can try to annoy you running in the way of travel to
avoid your points, spamming hots and removing virtually all the rivings you have put them. That is to say can remove the Polymory, which is something that magicians usually use soon in the fight, and can remove the silence of 4 seconds if they have improved the counterboards. The Felhunter cannot only satisfy his usual role to interrupt healing, but
can devour any priestly point like the word of shadow: pain on your part and devouring their word of power: shield. Equipped Trinket, interrupts, etc. The trick bag is too deep to take everything into consideration. Often then no, the deathknoknight will interrupt my immovers, silencing my fire spells, but leaving all my shadow spells still available to
launch. The imprudence, usable only in the position of the Berserker, will enhance them immune to fear, increases their damage taken by 20%, and all their successes will be fundamental for 15 seconds. Thieves relate to a lot of critical damage, so more resilience you have the best. Drill the duel with other Warlocks and becomes easier. Continue the
curse of languages and drain life as much as possible, the shaman will come out of burst-damage (maybe not as destruction) so be careful to continue to interrupt his cast more than you can. Balance Druids: Expect that this fight lasts a little, even if you do everything perfectly, killing a druid is not a fast task. For example, Gouge works only if the
rogue is facing you and breaks as soon as you receive damage. The shadow priests have a similar play style for the padlocks (point, fear, discharge / nuke, repeat). You will probably fight people with different different tactics. The effect of the ghost wolf is A magical effect and can be devoured. Seductius as soon as possible, move away and the
bandage. If you don't seen the warrior, you will generally kill you. T [affliction] Easy - Medium [Demonology] Easy - Medium [DESTRUCTION] Easy - Medium Medium Deep Freeze Druid starting from 4.0.6, wild druids have lost the ability to break fear through the use of the Berserk. In certain moments, the succubÃ¹ can also be used but overall the
Felhunter will be a best pet for this fight. Thieves are a very hard class for Warlock, but it's not all destiny and obscurity. Especially if you have the domination in fall and you can immediately restart one, and, if necessary, sacrifice again, this will help you provide you with enough buffers to survive long enough for your points to work their magic.
Combined with Domination FAF The Warlock can convene back-to-back shields that prevent the interruption and pushback on the merger of spells for over 20,000 hp, effectively doubling a Warlock level 80 health. You have one of the most important skills available when you fight a class that can heal itself, blocking spells (so make sure you
deactivate automatic cast). Take your felque to eat this debuff or destroy the totem, allowing you to run back to full speed. Felhunter The Felhunter is generally considered the best PVP pet. It also heals a little for further survival. If you keep your distance, this effect should be minimal. Remember that the Paladin has only a magic tree; Santo ...
Trinket and fear as quickly as possible, forcing the hunter to use their trinket or the beast before they would prefer. Wyvern Sting will put you out of a fight for 12 seconds, after which it will apply a point. Once the thief does this, the animal releases and return to where it was. If you can force them to cure spam, the fight is yours. However the
strength of one is the weakness of the other. Have your felhunter out a tremendous help here, both for the magic of devote to remove their earth shield Silence to help against their care can be extremely useful. If Deathknokight has a Ghoul by their side, the fear and gives it with the life of the siphon (if it is the spent for this), otherwise try to refrain
from heavy dps on the domestic animal (see (see of blood below). Staying will lead to your rapid death. It is ideal for holding 2 points on them for all the fight so that they cannot use vanish. This type of macro can also be used while sending a spell like a shadow bolt. The teleportation can give you some time enough to throw a fear if necessary. When
you get more points on any more targets, this can add up to 20% of their health every check of your points. The Warlock class is not a class of "damage" of burst ", even as destruction ... a nice trick I found is to vomit my instant points before throwing immolate. Don't underestimate them, for in the hands of A master, the Paladin can become your
worst enemy. This 'pet' can inflict some significant damage and must be addressed immediately upon his arrival. With a voidwalker out: your pet will do a little more than tickling, since the shamans They can eliminate the sacrifice shield. Secondly, the Deathknoknight can heal through the use of bloodworms that deal with damage and healing the
deathknight. The same applies to warriors, but the ability of thieves to prevent their goal to take any Type of action while making a huge body damage to the body is particularly devastating to Warlock. This is the most common method used to break the fear because of its rapid Coolodown and Dell At his fear breakage action. With a felt: Kiting is
much more practical when you can remove the frost shock from yourself. Often you will see fear coming as the priest suddenly accuses you. Read how thieves attack their opponents and understand their basic attacks. The same rudes work on them like those for priests, damn languages and curse of the elements. The curses can be removed instantly
by the wizards, If you take them out of guard you could put one while they are trying to understand what to do before (the curse of the languages is ideal). Their biggest concern is their damage and stun. May Fire Fire: Fire wizards are a formidable opponent. This gives you more more To put all the points on him as you can to attract the so. It's not
the best pet to have in this situation. Most of the magician's defensive abilities concern melee targets and blowing it before they can hurt, not on a caster that makes comparable damage, it has more crowd control options available and potentially enormous resistance and resists. Doomguard The Doomguard is even more fun than the infernal one,
intended for PVP to a group one or a small group. If you don't chain, sitting the â €
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